Using the LeDoux Library Catalog
Complexity?

- Despite the large number and type of materials in a library, searching for them involves just a few basic steps.
- Start at the library’s web page, from the LSUE website.
- For books, use the CATALOG.
Fields:
- author,
- title,
- subject,
- periodical title [journal]
Choices from the Navigation Bar

- “Go Back”—to the previous screen
- “Help”—you may want some
- “Limit Search”—tighten your focus
- “Logout”—no, don’t give up yet!
Search results

LeDoux Library Catalog

Search Results

Results not sorted because search retrieved more than 200. subject "information" search found 1290 titles.
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1. Keep
   An Act to Amend Chapter 22 of Title 44, United States Code, Popularly Known as the Presidential Records Act, to Establish Procedures for the Consideration of Claims of Constitutionally Based Privilege against Disclosure of Presidential Records, and for Other Purposes
   United States, Available Online
   2014
   1 copy available at LSUE - LeDoux Library in Online
   » URL

2. Keep
   Journal of the Association for Information Science and Technology (Online)
   Available Online
   2014
   1 copy available at Electronic Resources in Online
   » URL

3. USCIS ELIS Immigrant fee payment guide
   U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services, Available Online
   2014
   1 copy available at LSUE - LeDoux Library in Online
   » URL

Return to the LeDoux Library Home
Scroll DOWN the page...

- “Search Again”—Is your term an author, book title, subject heading?

- **type**: Are you looking for a book, a journal, a DVD, a reference book, or what?

- **sort by**: arrange the results by title, author, date for more convenient scanning
Limit Search

19. Keep
GIS and land records: the ArcGIS parcel data model
Von Meyer, Nancy, 1954-
HD 205 V66 2004
1 copy available at LSUE - LeDoux Library in Standard shelving location
» URL

20. Keep
Designing geodatabases: case studies in GIS data modeling
Arctur, David, 1951-
G 70.2 A74 2004
2004
1 copy available at LSUE - LeDoux Library in Standard shelving location
» URL

Search Again
information
subject
Search

Library: ALL
Type: Book
Materials: ANY
PubYear: 
Sort By: New to Old
“I found one!”
1. Call number—for the location in library
   QA 76.5 S6955 2009 is the number for the previous screen’s example. On the book, the label will look like this:
   - QA 76.5
   - S6955
   - 2009

2. Author/title/publication/date—for bibliography (double-check these on the book’s title page)

   “Now I need one more source...”
Where else to look?
Click on "catalog record," then on a subject term for more suggestions.
WHAT NEXT?

Ask a librarian...
Phone, email, or in person at the reference or circulation desks.
(337) 550-1385
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